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PREFACE 

This bulletin describes a method for measuring the heat and 
moisture transfer characteristics of refrigerated delivery truck 
bodies. The Transportation and Facilities Research Division of 
the U. S. Department of Agriculture, the Truck Body and Equip
ment Association, and the National Bureau of Standards spon'." sored a cooperative program to develop a suitable method for 
rating refrigerated trucks used for transport of perishable ,t;md 
frozen foods. The project was carried out at the National Bureau 
of Standards under the direction of the Environmental Engi
neering Section, with technical assistance provided by the U. S. 
Department of Agriculture. General supervision for the Depart
ment of Agriculture was furnished by Harold D. Johnson, Trans
portation and Facilities Research Division, Agricultural Research 
Service, now retired. The five vehicles used as test specimens for 
this study were furnished by the following manufactm~rs: 

Murphy Body Works, Inc., Wilson, N. C. ... Boyertown Auto Body \-Vorks, Boyertown, Pa. 
Hackney Brothers Body Company, Wilson, N. C. 

\ The Rei! Company, }.iIilwaukee, Wis. 
Divco Truck Division, Divco-Wayne Corporation, De

' .. troit, Mich. 
The drawings and illustrations in this report were prepared by 

the National Bureau of Standards. 
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SIDliMARY 
A recommended method for testing and rating refrigerated 

truck bodies in terms of cooling load similar to the method pre
viously developed for trailer bodies is described in this bulletin. 
The method is based upon the metered heat sink principle with 
test conditions of 0° F. or 35° F. temperature in the truck body 
and 100° F. temperature and 50 percent humidity in the test 
room. 

Test facilities needed to rate a truck include an insulated test 
room of sufficient size to accommodate a truck; a refrigeration 
system consisting of a brine cooler, cIoseo brine system, brine 
pump, cooling coil, comparison heater, and associated piping and 
control instruments; weight measurement equipment; and tem
perature and humidity control and indicating instruments. 

In developing the recommended method, we tested five truck 
bodies of current design and construction. Cooling loads of these 
five bodier., including simulated solar load, ranged from 2,150 to 
4,600 B.t.u. per hour. Air leakage was found to account for 2 
percent to 32 percent of the total steady-state cooling load. 

A bank of heaters was positioned on both sides and at the 
ceiling of the test room to simulate the solar heat load. The 
heaters consisted of a series of electric resistance-wire coils 
wound on rods mounted in parabolic reflectors. Voltage to the 
heaters was programed to duplicate the radiation effect of the 
sun received by the truck body surfaces in the course of a typical 
cloudless day. Test results showed that the total cooling load can 
be suitably approximated by multiplying the total steady-state 
cooling load by a factor to include solar heat load. Therefore, it 
is not necessary to have a solar simulation apparatus in a truck 
rating facility. 

JJNTRODUCTION 
Trucks used for local delivery of perishable foods, in addition 

to performing a transport function, also must provide proper 
temperature for the product. The capacity of the refrigeration 
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unit must be sufficient to handle the cooling load caused by heat 
transmission and air and moisture infiltration into the truck body 
and the cooling load caused by air exchange when the door is 
opened during unloading at delivery stops. Rating methods for 
refrigeration units 1 and a technique for determining door-opening 
coaling loads are available (6).~ This study 'was conduc;;ed to 
d\:)ve]op a rating procedure for truck bodies similar to the one 
now used for refrigerated trailer bodies (7). 

Highway trailers operate day and night ove)' long distances 
and are opened for loading and unloading only at terminals or 
major transfer points. The cooljng load caused by solar radiation 
when the trailer is stationary may be less than the cooling load 
caused by air leakage when the vehicle is traveling at road speeds. 
Thus, the rating method for trailers contains means for simulat~ 
ing the effects of frontal air pressure on the vehicle but not the 
effect of solar radiation. 

Most delivery trucks are stationary much of the time and oper
ate primarily during daylight hours. Therefore, the rating meth~ 
od for truck bodies described in this bulletin takes into account 
cooling loads from solar radiation but not the effects of air leak
age at road speeds. Because of the wide variety of door~opening 
schedules in use, it was not appropriate to include effects of open
ing the door as part of the basic rating method. Information on 
the effect of door opening on cooling loads is contained in a sepa
rate bulletin (6). Both the trailer rating method and the truck 
rating method require determination of weight gain and cooling 
load caused br air leakage into the vehicle body with doors closed. 

METHODOLOGY 

Cooling-Load Measurement 
Several methods were considered fOl' measuring the cooling 

load of the truck body. One method used liquid nitrogen as the 
refrigerant. Several tests were conducted in which cooling loads 
were measured by the consumption rate of liquid nitrogen. Test 
results showed that air leakage into the body ,,'as reduced because 
of the slight increase in pressure caused by the expansion of 
nitrogen gas in the cargo space. This reduction in air leakage, in 
turn, caused lower cooling-load values than those obtained by 
using conventional cooling coils, particularly for bodies with high
air-leakage rates (2). 

Other methods considered Wel'e transient~state cooling, reverse 
heat flow, and the metered heat sink. The transient~state cooling 
method and the reverse heat-flow method 'were not selected be
cause they do not provide a. measurement of the rate of weight 
gain due to moisture. The metered heat sink was chosen as the 
basic test method oe(.:ause of its success in rathlg trailer bodies 
(1). Also, present test fadlities for trailers, without extensive 

1 Air-Conditioning and i{pfl'igeration Institute Standard 1110-64, for Speed
(;"verm·d Transport Rf>[}'igl'ration Units Employing FOl'cE'd-Cil'culation A;1'
Coolf'rs, .and Btandar<l 1120-61 for Variable-Speed Transport Refrigeration
L'nits Employing Forced-Circulation Air-Coolers . 

.! Ttalic numhf'I'S in pal'f'nthesf's refer to Literature Cited, p. ~5. 

., 
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changes in equipment, could be utilized for both trucks and trail
ers. For consistency with conventional practice, standard test 
conditions were selected as either 00 F. or 350 F. temperature 
inside the huck body with an ambient temperature of 100

0 
F. 

and 150 l)ercent relative humidity. 

Meteretllleat Sink 
Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the metered heat sink 

system used to measure cooling loads. The main components of 
the system are a cooling coil inside the truck body and a compari
son heater, brine flowmeter, and refrigeration unit outside the 
truck body.

The steady state heat flow, sensible and latent, q" into the 
truck from the test chamber as absorbed by the cooling coil in 
the truck is 

(j,=c"M!lt,-h (1) 
where 

c,,=specific heat of brine, B.t.u. per !b.-deg. F. 
M =mass flow rate of brine, lb. per hr. 

!ltt = brine temperature change in the cooling coil, deg. F. 
h= total heat input to the truck from fans, heaters, etc., 

B.t.u. per hr. 
The heat input to the brine from the electrical comparison heater 
is 

(2)Cf,·=ciVI!lt, 
where 

!It,,= brine temperature change in the comparison heater, 
deg. F. 

In equations (1) and (2) lvlwill be equal at any given time in 
the closed liquid brine system, and the change in Gil of the methyl
ene chloride brine used between the mean coil temperature and 
the mean comparison heater temperature is less than 0.5 percent. 
Solving for c"iltI in equations (1) and (2) yields 

lIK q,+h __ (f,. (3)C,jlrJ.= -
~tt !lte 

or 
~tl 

(jl= (Jc-t-- h (4) 
~ (. 

To provide a comparison, </1 was also determined from the basic 
formula, q1= c,IM~t,- h, using the mass flow rate of the brine 
measured by an electronic integrating flowmeter, and a value for 

taken from the literature.CII 
The principal advantage of the metered heat sink system is the 

elimination from the heat balance computations of the mass flo'w
• rate, M, and the specific heat, cil • 

Test. Facilities 
The test room was 25 feet long, 17 feet wide, and 12 feet high 

with double doors at one end to permit entry of trucks. Ambient 
air was maintained at 100 0 F. temperature and 50 percent rela
tive humidity during tests. Heating, cooling, humidification, and 
air circulation in the room were provided by two fan coil units, 
which discharged air into a plenum above a perforated ceiling 
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witt return directly to the fans. Three portable platform scales, 
each of 6,000 pOWllds capacity, were used to measure changes in 
vehicle weight caused by moisture deposited from air Jeakage 
into the body. Each rear wheel and the front axle of the truck 
rested on a scale. Electric heater!:; with parabolic reflectors at the 
sides ~l;lld ceiling of the room were used to simulate solar heat load 
(fig. 2). 

The inside of each test vehicle 'was maintained at Dc F. tem
perature (35 C F, for one test) by a l'efl'igeration system consist
ing ofa brine cooler, turbine-type brine pump, air-cooling coil, 
and associated piping3nd valves. The brine chiller operated at 

XB~ 30403-1 
FIGt'RE 2.-View of test room showing parabolic heat reflectors and two of 

the three weighing scales. 
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two speeds for better control of cooling load over the wide range 
required. The primary refrigerant was R22 (monochlorodifluoro
methane) and the secondary refrigerant, or brine, was R30 
(methylene chloride). At the mean cooling-coil temperature used 
n the tests, the specific heat 0f the brine was approximately 0.273 

B.t.u. per lb.-deg. F. The turbine-type pump, rated at 8 g.p.m. 
(water) at a 40 p.s.i. head was driven by a ]/~-hp. electric motor, 
and circulated brine through the secondary refrigerant circuit. 
The pump wa;., located in the return line just before the brine 
chiller (figs. 1 and 3). 

The brine circuit was heavily insulated and vapor sealed to 
minimize frost and heat gain. To minimize forcns on the truck 
body exerted by the brine lines, which "'ould interfere with 
proper weighing of the vehicle, two flexible lines were used wher.= 
the brine pipes entered the truck body. Thermocouple wells we:re 

J' 

.. 


XBI-: :1O:W4· 7 • 
FIGl'IU'; :1.-View of thE' hriI.e ('hiller, brine [lump, and comparison heat!"l' 

uSNI in tests. 
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located in the brine line to measure the temperature of the brine 
as it entered and left the truck body.

The air-cooling assembly placed in the truck body contained a 
coil, blower, damper, and electric heater. The coil was constructed 
"with four nns per inch to permit operation over a long period 
without defrosting. Three electric resistance heaters were mount
ed between the coil anrl blo,ver to control ail' temperature. At the 
coil inlet a damper controlled airflow, and at the blower outlet a 
baffle distributed ail' throughout the truck body interior (figs. 1 
and 4).

The cooling coil was defrosted ::tutomaticaliy in less than 10 
minutes by a pil)]ng system that circulated the brine through the 

N1I:-; ;lO:Hi4-1 
FrGnu.; 4. AiJ'""(Joling- a,;!:wmhly fOJ' cooling tIl(' truck body interior during 

tests. 
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cooling coil and comparison heater while bypassing the chiller, 
The brine remaining in the brine chiller was subcooled while the , 
chiller ,operated at low speed, At the end of the defrosting period, 
the subcooled brine was cil'culated through the .air-cooling coil to r 
quickly restore test temperature in the truck. 

It was necessary to collect and weigh the defrost water from 
the cooling coil so that this weight could be included when com
puting total moisture gain. To accomplish this, a rubber hose was 
connected to the defrost pan and emptied the water into a con
tainer placed in the test room, as shown in figure 1. A sheathed 
electric cable heater was placed in the defrost pan and in the 
rubber hose to prevent freezing. A water trap on the end of the 
hose prevented air flowing through it. 

The comparison heater consisted of special piping enclosed in 
a plywood box about 40 by 20 by 20 inches, insulated with loose 
cork fill (fig. 5). The box was vapor sealed so that moisture 
would not accumulate in the insulation. Thermocouple wells were 
installed at both ends of a section of piping containing an electrk: 
resistance heater and were located to provide thorough mixing 
of the brine at points of temperature measurement. Piping within 
the box was instal1ed so that vapor would not collect around points 
of temperature measurement. A surface thermostat, located on the 
pipe containing the heater element, protected the heater against 
damage from overheating. Energy input to the brine by the heater 
was measured by a calibrated integrating watt-hour meter on the 
contror panel. 

Temperatures were measured with caHbrated copper-constan
tan thermocouples, a IS-point electronic recording potentiometer, 
an electronic indicating potentiometer, and a precision-grade lab
oratory potentiometer readable to 1 microvolt. The charts from 
the recOl'ding potentiometer "were used to determine that steady
state conditions "were maintained throughout the measurement 
period. The tp.mperatures used tv calculate cooling loads were 
manual1y read on the electronic indicating potentiometer and the 
ll'\boratory potentiometer. The latter was used to obtain a greater 
d\\gree of accuracy in determining the critical temperature dif
fe;"ences between the brine entering and leaving the truck body 
an~l entering and leaving the comparison heater. These tempera
tun' differences were sensed by calibrated five-junction copper
constantan thermopiles, which were inserted in the thermocouple 
wells in the brine lines. Individual thermocouples also were placed 
in the wells to determine the mean brine temperature and to pro
vide a check on the thermopiles. The interior ail' temperature in 
the truck body was measured with 12 individual thermocouples: 
one each suspended 6 inches from each corner at the front and 
rear of the truck body and one each at the midlength of the truck 
at the intersection of the walls with the floor and ceiling. Three 
sets of four thermocouples electrical1y connected in parallel were 
also used to read average interior temperatures at the front, 
middle, and back of the truck body. Test room ambient tempera
tures were measured with both individual and paral1el-connected 
thermocouples suspended 6 inches from the four exterior corners 
at each end of the truck body. Test room humidity was measured 
with electric hygrometer elements at the front and rear of the 
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:\ns .J!!lu:: :i 
FH;['IW ". ('Ilmpan~"n IlPat!'!' u""d in tlH' 1"101!np:-!oad tpsts. 

test vehide or ill the l'etUl'll ail' eil'('uit to til" t\\'O room fan ('oil 
units. Periooit' mea~ul'en1t'nb of the test room humidih' wen' 
made with a motorized psy<:i11'ometel' as a dwek Oll the eleetri(' 
hygrometers, Otbel' thel'm,)('oul'les wen' pla('eel Oil the intel'io}' 
and exterior skins. ill prirnat·y l'efl'ip:enlllt lines, and ill the ail' 
entering- and leaYing' the l'[)oling'-l'oil assembly, 

\j I'-Lf'aka~(' }h'a~lIl'f'mpll t 

Ail' leakage into the trud<: hody Was evaluated by three methods, 
In one method, air Il:'almge was ('akulatec! f)'nl1l determination of 
weig-ht gained h~' the truck hody through moisture aeC'umlllation .. under specified te::;t conditions (1), This method t<1]<:es into ac('ount 
(1) the ail' exchanged rlirl:'I'tI~' between th" exterior and the eargo 
space through openings such as rlool' and unit g'aRket seals, (:?oj 
the air exC'hl:mg-erl bet w!:','n the exterior aIlcl the cargo space 
through the insulated walls, and (;~) the air exchanged between 
the exterior and spaces within the inRulated wal1~. In ('alculating 
the air-leakage ratE'. it W11:' as~umed that air entered the \'ehiele 
(either ('argo spaee or walls) at ambient ('()nditi()ll~ and left ~atLl
rated at the temperature inside the wilkie. This assumption g-h'es 
a minimum eaieulat(:'d air-leakage )'ate 'with ('ol'l'es]lonrling latent 
and semdhle tooling load:-;, 

In the second method. a heIilll1l-il'at't' kathm'ometer (.1) wa:-; 
used to measure the amount of ai" exehllnged b\' leakage in the 
('argo spaee uncle)' standanl test conditions. . 

In the third methor!. 11 stati(, pressurE:' t)f O,l-ilH'h water gag-e 
above ambient pressure was maintained inside the body. with the 
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same temperatures inside and outside the body. 'l'he pressure dif
ference was produced by a centrifugal blower connected to the 
truck interior, with an orifice in the connecting 2-inch pipeline. 
The pressure drop across the orifice was used to calculate the air
flow rate. A manometer was used to measure the pressure differ
ence between the interior and exterior of the truck. The orifice 
measurements were checked by pitot tube sweeps across the inlet 
air pipe in the truck. 

The static-pressure air-leakage test measures the flo..,y of air 
between the cargo space and the exterior caused by a small pres
sure difference between the interior and exterior. The helium-trace 
ai.r-leakage test, at standard test conditions, measures the rate of 
exchange of air between the cargo space and the exterior (both 
direct and through the insulated walls) caused by the difference 
in air density between interior and exterior. Neither of these two 
tests indicates the air jnterchange that takes place between the 
exterior and the insulation spaces between the cargo space liner 
and the outer skin of the body. However, the latter air exchange 
does contribute to the total cooling load of the truck body, directly 
and by impairing the value of the insulation through accumulation 
of moisture or frost. 

A truck body having either a well-sealed interior liner, or a 
well-sealed exterior skin, or both, will show a low air-leakage rate 
by either the static-pressure or helium-trace test. However, if the 
interior liner is well sealed, but the exterior skin is poorly sealed 
(contrary to good practice), and the insulation is permeable to 
air, there may be a significant addition to the cooling load of the 
vehicle that neither the static-pressure nor helium-trace test 
would indicate. By making a cooling-load test of the body for a 
sufficient period of time, however, and observing the weight in
crease of the body through accumulated moisture (including con
densation weight gain on the cooling coj]), it is possible to calcu
late the approximate air-leakage cooling load. 

Solar-Load Measurement 

Of the radiant energy absorbed by a surface covering insula
tion, such as the exterior of an insulated truck body, only a small 
percentage of the energy is conducted through the insulation. 
Most of the energy is re-l'adiated to sUlToundings at lower tem
peratures oJ' given up to convective air movement at the surface. 
Bright or polished metallic surfaces absorb less solar energy than 
dark painted surfaces but, in turn, are less able to re-radiate the 
energy which they do absorb, thus the amount of energy trans
mitted through the insulated surface is about equal. As each sur
face is heated above ambient air temperature, it loses additional 
heat to convective ail' currents depending upon the difference in 
temperature between the surface and the air. 

In this study it was desired to determine the effect of equal 
solar heating, regardless of the finish of the test vehicle, or the 
various types or methods of construction of truck bodies in the 
test series. The low temperature, long wavelength radiation 
source, used for the simulated solar tests, caused the test vehicles 
to absorb mdiation as if they were painted with dark paint and 
exposed to solar radiation of equal intensity. It was not an intcnd

j 
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ed purpose of these tests to determine what type of surface treat
ment was best for minimizing the heat gain from solar exposure. 

Solar-Simulation Apparatus 
Previous observations of trucks and trailers exposed to bright 

summer sunlight indicatf\d roof skin temperatures approaching 
70 deg. F. above the ambient temperature; therefore, a value 
between 65 deg. F. and 70 deg. F. above ambient temperature was 
selected as an approximate upper limit for roof skin temperature 
for the simulated solar tests. It was reasoned that the maximum 
amount of solar energy would impinge on an insulated vehicle 
when it was parked with its longitudinal axis in a north-south 
direction so that both sides and the roof would be irradiated in 
the course of a cloudless day. 

'l'he idea of a rotating mechanism to duplicate the effect of the 
daily sun patterns over a vehicle was discarded in favor of adjust
able stationary banks of electric heating elements and parabolic 
reflectors facing the two long sides and the top of a test vehicle. 
To simulate the effect of the changing angle of solar incidence 
during the day, the voltage applied to the heaters was systemati
cally varied. Each of the three banks was 15 feet long and 9 feet 
wide. Each consisted of 45 parabolic reflectors, 1 foot by 3 feet 
at the bank face. Each reflector wa~~equipped with an 81-ohm 
helical electric resistance coil wound around a 7-mm. O.D. glass 
tube mounted in the reflector so that the heater axis was at the 
focus of the parabolic reflector. The heating elements were de
signed to operate without visible radiation at 208 volts. Maximum 
heat dissipation of each heater, including both convective losses 
and radiant transfer, was about 176 watts per square foot of pro
jected reflector area. The total heat release of one bank of 45 
heaters operating at maximum design voltage was approximately 
83,000 B.t.i.l. per hour. 

TEST VEHICLES 

Five insulated truck bodies were used in this study and are 
described briefly in this section. The order of listing, such as 
body 1, 2, etc., does not coincide with the order ,of listing in the 
test results section, given as body A, B, etc. 

Body 1 was a walk-in ice cream delivery design with exterior 
dimensions 183 inches long by 91 inches wide by 87 inches high 
(fig. 6). Internal volume was 544 cubic feet. Access consisted of 
a single door at the rear and a pass door on the right side forward 
of the wheel well. The metal exterior, including the loci, was 
painted a gloss white. The metal interior ",ralls were smooth, 
except for anchors to which refrigerated plates could be attached 
on the ceiling and forward wall. Insulation consisted of 7 inches 
of expanded polystyrene plus 2 inches of glass fiber in the roof, 
7 inches of expanded polystyrene in the walls, and 6 inches of 
expanded polystyrene plus 1 inch of corkboard in the floor. Pre
formed polystyrene board was used. 

Body 2 was an integral cab design with a door entering from 
the cab, a door on the curb side, and a single rear door (fig. 7). 
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The cargo body external dimensions were 1761;2 inches long by 
80% inches wide by 75 Y2 inches high. Internal volume was about 
388 cubic feet. The metal exterior surface was painted a dark 
color ·with a nonglare finish. Interior surfaces '.vere corrugated 
metal on the walls, and a sheet metal floor and ceiling. The insula
tion consisted of 6 inches of glass fiber in the walls, 8 inches of 
glass fiber in the roof, and 7 inches of expanded polystyrene 
board in the floor. 

XES 421U:\-I.; 
FIGURE G.-Test vehicle, body 1. 

FIGUItE 7.-'rest vehicle, body 2. 
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Body 3 was a reach-in design 'with three dool'l'i on each side. 
A single door at the rear opened to a storage compartment used 
for supplies, which was not refrigerated and which did not com
municate with the larger space (fig. 8). Exterior dimensions were 
182 inches long by 901;2 inches wide by 88 inches high. The inter
nal volume was 432 cubic feet. The metal exterior surface was 
painted a gloss ·white. Insulation consisted of 6 inches of expanded 
polyurethane in the roof, 4 inches of urethane foam in the walls, 
and 3 inches of urethane foam plus 1 inch of corkboard in the 
floor. Spacer strips were provided on the interior walls. 

Body 4 was constructed of expanded polyurethane slabs resin 
bonded to multilayer glass cloth on both interior and exterior 
surfaces. The bonding agent penetrated the glass cloth, attaching 
it to the insulation to form a hard, smooth surface after curing 
in the mold. Sides, ends, and ro.of were formed in a mold as one 
subassembly, and the floor formed another. These parts were 
then assembled and resin bonded with glass cloth overlapping at 
all joints. Insulation thickness was 2 inches in walls and 3 inches 
in floor and roof. Tle color inside and out was white. Overall 
external dimensions were 140 inches long by 83 inches wide by 
63 inches high. Internal volume V{aS 333 cubic feet. A door 221;2 
inches wide by 441;2 inches hig'h 'was located at the rear of each 
side (fig. 9). 

Body 5 was an integral cab design with double doors at the rear 
and a sliding door fo1' access from the driver's compartment 
(fig. 10). The metal exterior surface ,vas painted a flat gray. The 
metal interior lining had corrugated sheets on the roof, floor, and 
sidewalls. A combination of glass fiber and preformed urethane 
board insulations were used as follows: real' wall and roof, 3 
inches urethane and 1 inch glass fiber; front wall, 2 inches ure
thane and 1 inch glass fiber; sidewalls and floor, 3 inches urethane. 
The glass fiber was used to fill between stiffening and structural 
members. The internal volume of the body was 183 cubic feet and 
its exterior dimensions were 92 inches long (not including integral 
cab) by 79 inches wide by 68 inches high . 

.... 


NBS 42l0:lii 
FIGUR~~ S.-Test vehicle, body a. 
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FIGnn; ~.-Test vehicle, hody 4. 
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TEST PROCEDURES 

Steady-State Cooling Load 

After each truck was placed on the scales in the test chamber, 
the brine lines, electric cables, and thermocouples were connected. 
The truck interior was then refrigerated to 00 F. temperature 
(35 0 F. for one medium temperature test), and the ambient tem
perature and humidity were controlled at 1000 F. and 50 percent 
relative humidity. After controlled conditions were obtained, the 
scales were balanced. By this time, the change in air density in 
the truck had taken place and no longer affected the readings. 

For a steady-state cooling load test, the instruments were read 
at half-hour intervals lmtil a period of not less than 6 hours of 
uninterrupted and essentially constant heat gain was obtained. 
Data taken included interior air temperatures, test room tempera
ture and humidity, brine flow rate, brine temperatures, and brine 
temperature difference in and out of the truck body and in and 
out of the comparison heater, electric power to the comparison 
heater, electric power to the fan and control heater in the truck 
body, and various other temperature measurements. Each test 
was repeated one or more times, with the vehicle maintained under 
test conditions for several day:,. 

Air-leakage rates during steady-state cooling load tests were 
measured by means of the modified helium-trace katharometer. 
Weight gain readings were made during the entire test period for 
each truck, with adjustment made for water removed from the 
cooling coil if defrosting was required. Defrosting, when required 
to maintain controlled conditions, was done at the end of a period 
of data observation, allowing nearly 16 hours for recovery of 
steady-state conditions before the next period of data observa
tions. 

Static-Pressure Air Leakage 

In static-pressure air-leakage tests, the interior of the truck 
was pressurized to approximately 0.10 inch of water above atmos
phere. The tests were m&de under isothermal conditions with 
both interior and exterior of the truck at room temperature. When 
the airflow necessary to maintain the desired pressure across the 
truck body walls was established, the pressure drop across the 
orifice in the .2-lllch pipe was observed. One test was made with 
the doors unsealed and (lne with the doors sealed with tape. 

Solar Load 

The test procedure for a vehicle under simulated solar heat 
load was similar to that of steady state, with the interior air 
temperature controlled at 00 F. and the ambient air maintained 
at a temperature of 1000 F. and 50 percent relative humidity. 
Simulated solar heating was imposed by the banks of electric 
heaters. The measured temperature of one of the heater rods 
operating at the maximum voltage necessary for test was 700 0 F. 
At this temperature the wavelength of maximum emission is about 
4.5 microns. As the voltage was lowered, the temperature of the 
heater approached the ambient temperature of 1000 F., at which 
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temperature the wavelength of maximum emission was about 9.S 
microns. The significance of selecting a radiation source at tem
peratures of 700° F. or lower is related to the ability of vadous 
surfaces to absorb radiant energy. Surfaces covered with non
metallic paint, such as most truck bodies, regardless of color, will 
absorb about the same fraction of radiation at the wavelengths 
above 4 microns as dark painted surfaces will absorb at the shorter 
"\vavelengths of solar radiation. For this reason, it was considered 
unnecessary to repaint any of the painted vehicles to establish 
similar conditions for the simulated solar tests. Metallic surfaces, 
such as aluminum or stainless steel, or surfaces coated with 
metallic paint, would have required special consideration. All the 
vehicles received for the test series were painted with nonmetallic 
paints. 

To establish a pattern for cyclic variation of the simulated solar 
energy, values of hourly insolation on a vertical east and west 
surface and on a horizontal (roof) surface were taken from U.S. 
Weather Bureau curves for June 21 at latitude 40° N. (8, oh. J). 
Such a solar day extends from 4: 40 a.m. to 7: 20 p.m., with maxi
mum insolation values of 3.9 B.t.u. pel' minute per square foot on 
a vertical east wall at 7: 30 a.m. and on a vertieal west wall at 
4: SO p.m., and 5.3 B.t.u. pel' minute pel' square foot on a hori
zontal surface at noon (fig. 11). 

The voltage on the bank 0' heaters over the roof was adjusted 
to produce a temperature rise approaching 70 degrees above an 
ambient temperature of 100e F., thus simulating solar irradiance 
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at noon. With this value as a maximum, the voltage on the roof 
heater at other times of th€ day was adjusted to produce a power 
dissipation proportional to the height of the curve in figure 11 
for the roof. The voltage on the other two banks was adj usted 
independently to provide power dissipation proportional to the 
heights of the other two curves in figure 11. The same cycle of 
power input was used with all vehicles. 

The ambient conditions for the seven tests are shown in table l. 

TABLE l.-Amb1:ent 	conditions fOI' the 7 tests of body Eu,nde'r 
sirl17dcLt"d soZcu' Zoading 

Ambient temperature 
Test Solar 
No. simulation 

Conditions 1Ylean RangeI I 
of ° F 

1 -.- Steady 100 -- No 
2 ....... Do 100 -- Yes 
3 .. Variable 100 90 to 110 No 
4 -. ' .. Do 100 90 to 110 Yes 
5 Do 90 80 to 100 Yes 
6 .. - , .... Do 90 80 to 100 No 
7 Steady 90 -- NoI 

Tests 1 and 2 were run to compare the observed cooling load 
rates under constant 1000 F. ambient temperature with and 'with
out a solar cycle. Test 7 was made with the ambient temperature 
held steady at 90° WWlOut a solar cycle for comparison with test 
1 at 100° ambient. Tests 4 and 5 were conducted with a solar 
cycle, and with the ambient temperature varied 20 degrees sinu
soidally over the 24-hour period to yield mean temperatures of 
100° and 90 0 

, l·espectively. In tests 3 and 6, the ambient tempera
ture variations of tests 4 and 5 were repeated, but the solar cycle 
was omitted. For all seven tests, the interior temperature was 
held at 0° F. and the ambient humidity at 50 percent relative 
humidity. 

TEST HESULTS 

Steady-Stale Cooling Load 
The results of steady-state cooling load tests on the five vehicles 

are shown in table 2. Cooling loads ranged from 1,800 to 3,700 
B.t.u. per hour. These values are believed to be accurate within 
5 percent. The measured steady-state total cooling load includes 
the transmission cooling load and the air-leakage cooling load. 
No simulated solar heating was used in the steady-state tests. A 
comparison of the cooling loads simultaneously determined by the 
metered heat sink method (primary method) and the flowmeter 
method (secondary, or check method) is shown in figure 12 for 
truck body A during a series of special test runs. The air-leakage 
cooling load was calculated from the rate of weight gain of the 
vehicle through moisture accumulation during the tests. Air
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FIGURE 12.-Cooling load of body A as determined simultaneously by the 

metered heat sink and flowmeter methods of measurement. 

leakage cooling loads ranged from .2 percent to 32 percent of the 
total cooling load of the truck bodies tested. 

TABLE 2.-Steady-state cooling loads due to (th' leak(tge (L'nd tmns
mission ,in 5 t'ruck bodies at specified test conditions 1 

Truck body ITotal cooling load 21 Transmission 3 Air leakage 

A 
B (0° F.) 

B.t.1l. per hour 
3,700 
3,200 

B.t.n. pet· hour 
2,530 
2,180 

B.t.u. per hOlt?" 
1,170 
1,020 

B (35° F.) 2,150 1,510 640 
C 
D 
E " ...... ~", ..... 

2,550 
1,800 
1,850 

>2,500 
1,730 
1,800 

<50 
70 
50 

I Ambient temperature 100" F., relative humidity 50 percent, interior tem
perature O· F.; truck body B also was tested with inside temperature 35° F. 

2 Values rounded to nearest 50 B.t.u. per hour. 
3 Transmission cooling load = total cooling load minus calculated air leak

age cooling load. 

Analysis of the primary test data showed that the smaller the 
ratio of control heat (the heat required to keep the truck body 
interior air temperature at 0° F.) to the heat absorbed by the air
cooling coil (and approximately matched by the comparison 
heater), the more precise the measurement of the cooling load of 
the truck. Relatively large amounts of control heat unduly affect 
the precision of the correspondingly smaller truck cooling load 
portion of the measured heat absorbed by the cooling coil. For 
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this reason, it was concluded that the control heat should be no 
greater than 50 percent of the heat absorbed by the air-coo~,ing 
coil. 

In developing the test apparatus, it was found necessary to 
have very steady brine temperatures. Fluctuations in the tem
perature of the brine leaving the refrigerating unit carried 
through the entire system and caused variations in the measured 
cooling load. For this reason, the maximum cyclic variation of 
brine temperature leaving the refrigerating unit should not ex
ceed 0.4 deg. F. during the rating period for results consistent 
with 5 percent accuracy of ther..·ting·. 

Air .Leakage 
The rate of weight gain in pounds per hour and the air-leakage 

rate in cubic feet per minute for the five vehicles are given in 
table 3. Air leakage was computed fl'om the measured weight gain 
of each truck, on the basis of ambient air entering the body, 
depositing moisture, and leaving saturated at 0° F. Air-leakage 
Tates for three of the test vehicles (A, B, and E) also were meas
ured with the helium-trace katharometer. For truck bodies A and 
B, air-leakage rates obtained by the two methods of measurement 
supported the belief that "veight gain is a result of all air exchange 
in the vehicle body, not just that which occurs in the cargo space. 
For truck body E, the air-leakage rates were considered too small 
to permit effective comparison of the two methods of measure
ment. 

A static-pressure air-leakage test was run on four of the five 
vehicles. Table 4 shows the air-leakage rates for the test vehicles 
with doors sealed and unsealed. The excessive leakage of truck 
body A was through the walls, whereas for truck body B, more 
than half the air leakage was around the doors. The contrast 
between the observed air-leakage rates for trucks A and Band 
those for trucks C and D in table 4 indicates a wide range in 
effectiveness of various techniques for reducing air leakage. 
Smoke tests of some of the bodies revealed leakage at the doors 
and doorframe members, body seams, and door gaskets, 

The air-leakage rates shown in table 4. for isothermal static
pressure difference tests were higher than those shown in table 3 
for refrigerated test conditions because the static-pressure differ
ences chosen for the isothermal test were considerably higher 
than the static-head-pressure differences developed under the re
frigerated test conditions, and because the air leakage was uni
directional (outward through all Jeaks) in the isothermal test and 
bidirectional (in through some leaks and out through others) in 
the refrigerated test. 

From these tests it was found that some types of truck body 
construction are sufficiently tight that air leakage and attendant 
weight gain may be insignificant. Accordingly, in developing the 
proposed rating method, it was considered practical to disregard 
any weight gain (during the 24-hour weight gain portion of the 
test) less than the "sensitivity requirement" 3 of an appropriate 
sca1e or other weighing device, 

3 For definition of "sensitivity requirement," see National Bureau of Stand
ards Handbook No. 44 (5). 
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As shown in table 3, the observed \\'eight gain for truck body 
B when tested at 0° F. interior temperature was 0.41 lb. per 
hour and at 35° F. interior temperature, 0.29 lb. per hour. In 
developing the proposed rating method the observed ratio of 

g:~i =0.71 was used to interpolate the observed weight gain 

I'ate in a test at 0° F. interior temperature for a rating at 35° F. 
interior temperature. The ratio of 0.71 for the observed weight 
gain rates is in good general agreement (within 6 percent) with 
a theoretical interpolation which gave 0.65 for the ratio, based on 
the assumption that air infiltration would be pI'oporti.onal to the 
square root of the air density difference under the two test condi
tions and that air entered the test vehicle at ambient conditions 
(100° F. temperature and 50 percent relative humidity) and left 
saturated at the respective interior temperatUl'es. 

TABLE 3.-Ai'r-Z'Jakage "'(des /0'1' the 5 truck bodies detcl'mined 
/7'om weight gain and measu:/'ed by the heliu.m lcatharometer (It 
specified test conditions 1 

Air leakage rate determined by-

Truck body Weight gain rate 


Weight gain rate I Helium tract' 
\ 

Pounds lJe?' Cubic feet Cnbic feet 
hour per 'mwnte }Jer m.inute 

A 0.47 5.7 4.7 
B (0° F.) .41 5.0 3.8 
B (35" F.) .29 4.2 --
C .014 .17 --
D .028 .34 --
E .022 .27 .39 

I Ambient tempel'ature 100 0 F., relative hu:nidity 50 percent, interim.' i~m

peratul'P 0' F.; truck body B was also tested with inside temperature 35" F. 


TABLE 4.-Ail'-lea7w.qe 'rates /01' 4. tl'1u'k bodips when sub.iectpd 

to (l selected sta tic-l)l'('ssnrf' diffP },P71 C(' betw('('n NII'gO s7Ja ('.(' and 

ambient spuce 


- ._---, ---"--"_.. 
Leakage rate 


Truck Pressure 

hody across walls 


Doors unsealed Doors sealed 


Incites Cubic feet Cubic feet. 
wale?' gILge lIe?' 'minute 1JC?' 'minnte 

A 0.Q7 105 102 
.R .11 92 41 
C .... .10 8 <8 
1) , . -.. ... .10 2 - ...~ 
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Solar Load 
Figure 13 shows the exterior sul'face tomperature curves re

corded in a typical solar simulation test; these curves are similar 
in shape to the insolation curves of figure 11. In table 5 the ob
served cooling load average for the maximum 4 hours is given 
and interpreted as the refrigeration requirement under solar 
exposure. The percentage increases of the cooling loads under 
solar exposure compared to the steady-state cooling loads are also 
shown in table 5. For the four trucks tested, the average increase 
was 22 percent, with individual values ranging from 19 to 25 
percent. A 22-percent increase from solar heat load is suggested 
by these comparative tests. Table 5 also compares the solar load 
test l'esults with estimated values obtained by multiplying the 
steady-state cooling load by 1.22. 

Seven tests were run on truck body E to compare truck cooling 
loads with and without simulated solar heating when (1) the 
ambient temper'tture was held constant at either 100 0 or 90 0 F., 
and (2) the ambient temperature was varied to follow an approxi
mately sinusoidal daily cycle.having a range of 20 degrees 'with 
its maximum usually occurring 3.5 hours later than the solar 
noon and yielding mean ambient temperatures of either 100 0 or 
90 0 F. The results are given in table 6. 

Test pairs a, b, and c in table 6 show that the simulated solar 
cycle increased the cooling load about 450 B.t.u. per hour, and 
that the increase was independent of the ambient temperature 
level and of the steady or sinusoidal cycle of ambient temperature. 
Test pair d shows that reducing the steady ambient temperature 
from 1000 to 90 0 F. (a reduction of 10 percent in the temperature 
difference) reduced the cooling .load by 9 percent. Test pair e 
shows that the same reduction in average ambient temperature, 
but with a daily cyclic variation of 20 degrees, reduced the cooling 
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TABLE 5.-Steady-stcLte and sola'/' cooUng loads fa'/' the 5 t'/'uck
bodies unde'/, standa'rd conditions 1 

Steady- Solar Solar load, SolarTruck EstimatestatE' load by increase load, as percentbody eooling test~ over steady estimated of 'testload sst.ate results 

B.t.u. B.t.u. Rt.u.
1)1'1' hOI/I' 11I!1' 1/1)/1'1" Pl!'I"cent 1)1'1" 11 0/17' PI!-'I"cent

! .. ............ 
 ~,700 4.,600 24 4,510.- .~. 3,200 4 - a,900
B
C ... ............ 2,550 3,070 3,110 

-
98 


JW 101D ........ ~"" .. '" 1,800 2,150 19 

I 
2,200 
 102E ..... "....... 1,850 2,320 25 2,260 97 


1 Ambient temperature 1()()" F., ~'elative humidity 50 percent, interior temperature 0" F. 
:! AveragE' for 4-hour maximum load.
;f Steady-state cooling load multipliE'd by 1.22.
oj Not tested. 

load about 11 percent. Test pair f shows that when the solar cycle'was supedmposed on the variable ambient temperature cycle,reducing the average ambient tempel"ature fl"om 1000 to 90° F.decreased the cooling load 9 percent. Test pairs g and h showthat the effect of the sinusoidally varied ambient temperature at100 0 was to increase the cooling load 180 B.t.u. per hour over thesteady ambient value, with or without a simulated solar cycle.A smaller increase (120 B.t.u. pel' hour) is shown by test pair i,at 90 0 mean ambient temperature.
The cooling load in test No.1, with a steady ambient tempel'ature of 1000 F., was 102.7 percent of that observed in Test No.6,with the maximum ambient temperature of 100 0 F. during thedaily cycle but with an average ambient temperature during themaximum 4 hours of 99.5 0 F. The difference between the ambienttemperature and the truch: interior for test No. 1 was 100 degrees,100.5 percent of the temperature difference of 99.5 degl'ees forthe maximum 4 hours of test No.6. Comparing the ratios ofcooling load and temperature differences for these hvo tests indicates that the heat capacity of the test truck body reduced thecooHng load about 2 percent during the maximum 4 llOurs of theval iable ambient test. This suggests that the steady-state test at100 0 F. ambient temperature is an acceptable substitute for themore complex variable ambient test J)rocedure.
Test pail' j indicates that test No.1, conducted with a steady100 0 F. ambient temperature and no solar cycle, had a coolingload 410 B.t.u. per hour less than the 4-hour maximum load oftest No.5, conducted with a sinusoidally varied ambient temperature with a 90° F. mean and a solar cycle. The lattel' conditionis thought to be reasonably l'ealistic for the solar and ambientexposure of an operating truck on a typical hot day, and theresulting 4-:hour maximum cooling load is probably a good approximation of the maximum cooling load of truck body E due to 
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climatic factors alone. The .actual in-use coo~ing load would, of 
course, be increased by product loads and by the additional load 
from door usage, which would depend on the truck service. 

Since there was moderately good agreement about the increase 
of cooling load due to a simulated solar cycle (approximately 22 
percent) for all foul' trucks tested (see table 5), it is suggested 
that a fair approxi'llation of the maximum cooling load of a truck 
through climatic exposures alone can be estimated by multiplying 
the cooling load obtained in a test at a steady 100 0 F. ambient, 
with no sohu cycle, by a factor of 1.22 (that is, 1 + 410/1,870 for 
truck E). On this basis, the determination of comparable 4-hour 
maximum cooling loads for trucks can be effected by tests at 

TABLE 6.-Cooling lO(l,ds for inu'/c body E 'lI'ith steady eLnd l'clI'ia
ble ambient ('onditions, 0 0 F. tempe/'(ttul'l' inside, and 'with and 
1cithout sim ulated sola /" heating 

! 
Cooling load ~ 

Test Test Ambient Mean Solar 
comparisons No. conditions I ambient crcle 

trmprrature JVlrasun·d DifferencE' 

B.t.lI. B.t.ll. 
F. peT hOlll' Jle?' hOll?' 

1 Steady 100 No I,R70II 	
,) } 450 Do 1{)0 Yrs 2,320 

h 	 Yariablt' 10() No 2,050 I'I 	

450
4'. Do 100 Yes 2,500 ( 

1) Variablr 90 YeE' 2,280c 	 } 460 
6 Do 90 No 1,820 

d 	 1 Steady 100 No 1,870 l 170I Do 90 Nt) 1,700 

.,
;, Variable 10() No 2,050e 	 } 230 
6 Do 90 No 1,820 

f 	 4 Val'iablr 100 Yes 2,500 l 220 
1) no 90 Yes 2,280 

g 	 1 
oj 

Steady IO() No 1,870 I 180 ., Vat"iahlt' IOO No 2,050 \ 

2 Steady 100 Yes 2,320h 	 I 180 .,., Variable 100 Yes 2,500 I 

i 	 7 SteadY 90 No 1,700 } 120 
6 Variahh' !)() No 1,820 

j 	 1 Steady IUO No 1,870 } 410 
5 Variablt' 90 Yes 2,280 ( 

1 Steady = ambient lemperatul'(' same th~'oughout the da~r. Variable
.( = ambient temJ)eratul"e followed daily temperature cycle. 

~ Cooling loads under variable ambient conditiC'ns arE' the average for the 
4-hour 'period of maximum load. 
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I steady 100° ambient temperature, with no solar cycle, conditions 
the same as those called for in the procedure previously developed 
for the rating of refrigerated trailers. 

RATING TRUCK BODY FOR 35° F. INSIDE 

TEMPERATURE 


No solar simulation was run on a vehicle whose interior tem
perature was 35° F. However, the data obtained from the on F. 
interior temperature tests and a theoretical analysis of the effect 
of a 35° F. interior temperature (see Appendix I) yield multi
plication factors for probable solar effects. For a truck tested at 
0° F. interior temperature to be rated for 35° F. interior tem
perature, multiply the steady-state cooling load at 0° F. by 0.87. 
Fora truek tested at and rated for 35° F. interior temperature, 
multiply the measured cooling load at 35° F. by 1.34. No other 
cooling load extrapolations are recommended. 

To extrapolate the weight gain rate for a truck tested at 0° F. 
interior temperature and to be rated for 35° F. interior tempera
ture, multiply the observed weight gain rat~ atO o F. by 0.71. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Solar heat gain must be accounted for in any truck body rating 

method. The test data show that the solar heat gain is consistent 
enough to permit the use of a 100° F. steady ambient temperature 
test and a mUltiplication factor in lieu of either an increased 
ambient temperature or an actual solar simulation test. 

Even though defrosting the air-cooling coil is not to be done 
during the final weight gain portion of the proposed rating test, 
collection and weighing of the condensate provides a means for 
determining the percentage of the observed total weight gain that 
is accumulated on the coil. To improve the accuracy of the deter
mination, the .air cooler, particularly the drain pan, should be 
designed to drain freely during the defrosting operation. 

The static-pressure air-leakage test, helium-trace air-leakage 
test, and smoke bomb test are useful in determining the relative 
effectiveness of air-sealing techniques. Although these tests are 
not included in the recommended standard l"ating technique, they 
might be useful for in-house tests by a manufacturer to pinpoint
major .leakage problem areas. 

Based upon the results of this study, a recommended standard 
rating method to determine the cooling load for refrigerated truck 
bodies is given in Appendix II. 

.
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APPENDIX I.-MULTIPLICATION }-'ACTORS FOR EX. 

TRAPOLATION OF COOLING LOADS FROM 0° F. TO 


35° F. INTERIOR TEMPERATURE 


The basic equation f01' the total heat transfer into a refrigerated 
vehicle parked in the sun can be expressed as follows (9, pp. 372
374) : 

q'=U(Tem-t;+E) (1)
where: 

q' =totaJ heat transferred into the vehicle, B.t.u. per hour 
U = overall heat transfer coefficient of the vehicle, B.t.u. per

hour-deg. F. 
Ten~=mean sol-air temperature (see below), F.0 

ti = interior temperature of vehicle, F.0 

E = heat-sink characteristic factor (see below), F.0 

The mean sol-air temperature is an effective temperature that 
relates the various modes in which the outside skin of the vehicle 
reacts to its thermodynamic environment. It is expressed by

-t <I>a 0 FTem_ 0+--';;-, . 
where: 

Tem=mean sol-air temperature, F.0 

to=exterior ambient temperature, F.0 

<I> = insolation to which the vehicle is subject, B.t.u. pel' 
hour-ft.~ 

((,= surface absorptivity 
ho=outside heat transfer coefficient, B.t.u. pel' hour-ft."

deg. F. 
Tem thus represents the energy level of the exterior of the vehicle, 
is dependent only on the ambient thermal environment, and is 
independent of the interior temperature. 

The heat sink characteristic factor, E, incorporates the resist
ance to change in the heat flow through the structure, as when 
the increase in insolation increases the heat flow into the vehicle. 
It is dependent on the transient heat conduction characteristics of 
the vehicle, which are in turn dependent on its construction. Thus, 
it can be seen that for any given vehicle subject to a given ambient 
temperature and insolation for a specified time or time period,
Tem and E will be constant. 

The steady-state heat transfer into a vehicle not subjected to 
insolation can be expressed by 

q=U(t,,-t,), B.t.u. per hour (2)
where 
U, to and t; are as previously defined. 

The results of the comparative tests for anyone truck, run at 
F. interior temperature and with and without simulated solar 

irradiation, can be expl'essed in the following equation: 
rt'; U (Tem+E-t';) 

(3)~=c U(to-ti) 
in which the prime denotes values corresponding to solar insola
tion, and the subscript i on q denotes the truck interior tempera
ture, 

0 0 
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In the following table observed values of the ratio q'i/qi for the 
individual trucks are ,given,for to=100° F. and ti=t'i=O° F., 
from which the value of (Tem+E) for each truck can be calcu
lated, as follows : 

T,t"'uck q'"/q,, Tem+E, ° F. 

A 1.24 124 
B Not Tested 
C 1.20 120 
D 1.19 119 
E 1.25 125 

Average 122 

Assuming that for t,,=100° F., (Tem+E) is substantially inde
pendent of the truck interior tern, ierature, t j , and using for all of 
the trucks the average value 122° F., (3) becomes 

, 122-t'j (4)q ;/qi = 100-tj 
Using (4), it is possible to obtain immediately the multiplier 

factors for various conditions: 
, 122-0 (5)q 0= 100-0 q,,=1.22 qa 

122-35 (6)q':•.;= 100-0 q,,=0.87 q" 

:L22-35 
q',,:;= 100-35 (1:<:.=1.34 q,T.; (7) 

The factors given in (5), (6), and (7) will, when used with the 
standard method of determining q, give values of q' which may 
be used as ratings for comparing vehicles under conditions of 
insolation. 

APPENDIX H.-RECOMMENDED STANDARD METHOD 

FOR TESTING AND RATING THE COOLING LOAD OF 


REFRIGERATED TRUCK BODIES 


1.0 PW']Jose 

The purpose of this standard is to describe methods of testing 
and rating refrigerated truck bodies with respect to cooling load 
under selected standard interior and ambient conditions with 
adjustment for insolation effect, and with respect to weight gain 
rates. 

1.1 SCOrJe 

This standard applies to n:frigerated truck bodies (or con
tainers) used for transporting frozen food or other materials 
requ!ring refrigeration. It describes a laboratory technique for 
mea..Iring the cooling load under assumed typical ambient operat
ing conditions, and at interior temperatures of 0° F. and 35° F. The 
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distinction "truck" is taken to mean a vehicle operating primarily 
on short-haul delivery routes, and thus th.e standard takes into 
account the influence of solar loading, but does not assume ram 
air pressure on the front of the vehicle such as highway use would 
impose. Also omitted is the effect of door usage. Although signifi
cant, these fall under a service load category, and should not be 
included in a basic truck body rating technique. 

The test method described can also be used to measure the 
cooling load and weight gain rate of a truck body at any time 
during its operating life to evaluate changes in performance. 

2.0 Ratings 

2.1 Standn'rd Rcttings 

There shall be three allowable ratings that can be published 
under this standard. The first two are preferable to the third. The 
first is the cooling load and weight gain rating for 0° F. interior 
temperature, 1000 F. ambient temperature and 50 percent relative 
humidity, with the test run at 0° F. interior temperature. The 
second is the cooling load and weight gain rating for 35° F. 
interior temperature at the same ambient conditions with the 
test run at 35° F. interior temperatUl·e. The third is a cooling 
load rating for 35° F. interior temperature at the same ambient 
conditions (100° F. temperature and 50 percent relative humid
ity), interpolated as specified (see par. 8.0) from a test run at 
0° F., and a weight gain rating for 35° F, interior temperature 
obtained by multiplying the observed weight gain rate in the 0° F. 
test by 0.71. The published rating shall show the specified multi
plier used to account for solar load (see par. 8.0) and shall state 
the interior temperature of the rating, and the interior tempera
ture at which the truck was tested. 

Results to be determined from the rating test shall consist of 
the cooling load in Rt.u. per hour, and weight gain rate in pounds 
per hOUl', all under specified conditions. The average of two meth
ods of simultaneously determining the cocling load shall be used 
for rating. Results of the two methods must agree within 5 
percent. All instruments and readings shall meet the accuracy 
requirements of this standard. 

2.2 Stcmdnrd R(ding CondWons 
Tests to determine Standard Ratings of all trucks shall be 

measured under one or both of thfl following standard rating 
conditions (low or medium interior temperature) : 

2.2.1 Cooling Load ((nd Weiuht Gain Te8t 

rti,. tem.pel'(ttul'(' 
Lo il' mode I'ate 

tnnpC'mtw·e rating tem.p(' mtwre I'nting 

Truck interior 0° F. dry bulb 35° F. dry bulb 
Test room ambient I 100° F. dry bulb 100° F. dry bulb 

83.5° F. wet bulb 83.5° F. wet bulb 
I For barometric variations from standard (29.92 in. Rg) of 1 in. I-Ig or 

more, the standard wet bulb temperature shall be lowered 1 Q F. for each Hg 
decrease in barometric pressure. 
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.2.2:;2 Devi(Ltions 

Deviations allowed in test conditions from Standard Rating 
Conditions: 

M(LXi?nu1n deviation of Maxi?nu,1n 
nrithmeticCtl (we mge deviation 

Reading of all 'l'ead,:ngs fm1n of one set 
stnndal'd conditions of ·readings 

Test room air temperature: 
Dry bulb 	 ±1.00 F. ±2.00 F. 
Wet bulb 	 +1.0° F. +2.0° F. 

Truck interior air temperature: 
Dry bulb ±0.5° F. ±1.0° F. 

3.0 Inst?'1.('1nents 

3.1 'Pe1n1wmtw'e (md Hwnidily 

It is suggested that temperatures be measured by one of the 
follow'ing methods: 

a. 	Thermocouple systems 
b. 	Electric resistance thermometer systems 
Accuracy of the measurements obtained with the system shaIl 

be within the following limits: 
a. 	Wet- and dry-bulb air temperatures ±OA deg. F. 
b. 	Brine temperatures ±OA deg. F. 
c. 	 Brine temperature differences in and out of 

truck and across external comparison heater ± .05 deg. F. 
d. Other temperatures ±0.5 deg. F. 
The smallest scale division of the temperature measuring in

strument shall not exceed twice the specified accuracy. 
The temperature measuring system used for measuring tem

peratures shall be calibrated or monitored during the test by com
parison with a certified standard temperature measuring instru
ment calibrated in the appropriate temperature range. 

Wet-bulb temperatures shall be read only under conditions 
which assure an air velocity of 1,000 ±250 feet per minute over 
the wet bulb, and only after sufficient time has been allowed for 
evaporative equilibrium to be attained. Care must be exercised 
in obtaining wet-bulb temperatures to use distilled water on the 
wick and to have the wick damp at the time of observation. The 
wick must be kept clean. 

Relative humidity measurements, if used, shall be made with 
sufficient accuracy to obtain compliance with the accuracy require
ments for wet-bulb temperatUl'e as stated in paragraph 3.1 of this 
standard. Relationship of wet-bulb and dry-bulb temperatures to 
relative humidity shall be based on U.S. Weather Bureau tables 
(4) . 

Temperatures of brine in conduits shall be measured by insert 
ing the temperature measuring element at the bottom of a well, 
which shall be immersed not less than 25 times the outside well 
diameter at stations where the brine is well mixed. Instruments 
or systems used to measure the temperature differences of the 
brine in and out of the truck and across the comparison heater 
shall be compared with each other before they are installed and 
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in the range used they shall agree within 0.05 deg. F. when im
mersed in the same baths. 

3.2 Bl"il/(' FloII' 

Brine tlO\\" sludl be measUl:ed with an integrating liquid flow
meter having a calibrated accuracy within :7: 0.5 percent of the 
yolume flo\\" rate measured. 

3.3 E tech'ical 

Electrical energy usage should be determined preferably with 
integrating watt-hour meters calibrated for expected conditions 
of current and voltage. On steady loads, a wattmeter may be used 
in lieu of a watt-hour meter; and on steady resistance loads. an 
ammeter and voltmeter may be used. 

Accuracy of instruments used to measure the electrical input 
to heaters in the trnck or in the comparison heater shall be within 
:::!:: 1.0 percent of the lead being measured. Accu!'acy of instruments 
used to measure other electrical quantities shall be within ..;...2.0 
percent of the quantity measured. 

3.4 'Weight 

Scales or other weighing de\'ices used to measure the change 
of weight of the truck being tested shall have a "sensitivity 
requirement'" of O.G pound maximum under actual test loads. 

4.0 Test Room 

An insulated test room approximately 16 feet wide and 35 feet 
long and 14 feet high is l'equired for testing trucks. A door at 
least 9 feet wiele anel 1:2 feet high is required at one end. The 
'walls and ceiling of the test room should be insulated sufficiently 
to prevent condensation on the inner wall surface at standard 
test conditions during cold weather. A vapor balTier material 
should be applied at the inner wall surface or at the inner sudace 
of the insulation. Sepal'ate rooms for the refrigerating equipment 
and instl'Uments al'e desil'<lble because of the high temperature 
and humidity maintained in the test room. 

Distributed heating and humidity sources are desirable in the 
test room to provide uniform conditions around the test specimen 
with the minimum ail' motion. However, some fOI'ced ail' move
ment llsing fans wi II probably be reql1i red to attain the specified 
uniformity. (See pal'. G.O,) If fans are used, they shall be directed 
so that they do not blow ail' against the exterior surface of the 
truck at a velocity in e'\cess of 400 feet pel' minute. High air 
yeJocities around the trLlck affect the ail' leakage of the \'ehicle 
and also make precise weighing more difficult. Scales or other 
weig'hing mechanism may be portable 01' incorporated in the 
floor construction. 

, See National Bureau of Standards Handhook No, '14 (5). 
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4.1 Cooling Load Test Appa'mt'lls 

A diagram of the refrigerating equipment and temperature 
measurements l'equired to determine the cooling load is shown in 
figure 14. As indicated in the figm'e, the equipment consists of an 
air-cooling coil and fan inside the truck, a refrigerating unit and 
brine chiller, a brine pump, and a comparison hp.ater andftow
meter in the brine circuit outside the truck. 

The refrigerating unit and brine chiller may be single stage 01' 

multistage, and the refrigerating unit must have a capacity of not 
less than twice the cooling load of the largest test specimen, with 
brine leaving the chiller at a temperature of about -250 F. for 
tests at 00 F. Capacity control is required to adjust the cooling 
capacity to the cooling load of particular specimens. The refrig
erating unit and its controls should be of a type that will produce 
a steady cooling effect during the test period. Cyclic variations 
in brine temperature entering the truck cooling coil 01' comparison 
brine heater should not exceed O.4 c F. 

The cooling L:oil inside the truck shall be designed without fins 
01' shall have fin spacing of ~:,,-inch minimum to prevent rapid 
stoppage with frost or ice. Provision should be made for rapid 
defrosting of the coil. The heat transfer sul'face of the coil should 
be adequate to absorb the cooling load of the truck to be tested 
plus fan loads and a limited amoell','; of contl'olling heat with a 
mean temperatul'e cUtfel'ence between coil brine and truck ail' 

1 L1 TI 

COMPARISON 
tc 7 BRINE
- -./VVV'- HEATER 


L1 T2 

tc 2 FLOWMETER 


tc I 
1 :1 fl : 
I • ~ : I : 
L..J ...... ...a 

CHILLER REFRIGERATING UNIT BRINE PUMP 

FlGnu:: 14.--Cooling load test apparatus. HI, H2, and 1:13 represent heaters; 
~Tl, ~'1'.2, and ~T:l lll'(' dilf('rcntial t('mp('ratures, tc 1 to 8 are thermo
couples or resistance thermometers. 
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temperature of 20 deg. F. or less. The blower in the cooling unit 
shall deUver sufficient air to maintain a temperature difference 
of 10 deg. F. or less between the air entering and leaving the coil. 

The total electric heat input to the truck shall not exceed one
!,half the measured cooUng load absorbed by the air-cooUng coil. 

Because of this, a range of air-cooling coil sizes may be necessary, 
and also some means of varying both the capaeity of the refrig
erating unit and the brine flow rate will be needed. 

The comparison heater outside the truck shall be insulated 
sufficiently to reduce the heat transmission from the surroundings 
to the brine to 1~ percent or less of the electric heat input to the 
brine heater. The heating capacity of the comparison heater 
should be adjustable, and for each test shall be made approxi
mately equal to the maximum total heat absorption of the air
cooling coil in the truc:k. 'Voltage regulation shall be provided for 
the power supply to the ("om])(;lrison heater and to the heaters 
inside the truck that will pre\'ent \'oltage fluctuations in excess 
of ± 1 percen t. 

The brine pump shall be of a type that has an essentially flat 
volume versus preSSllre periormanc:e CLUTe and a pressurized 
shaft seal or other meanl' to minimize inward leakage of moist 
air. The capacity of the pump shall be such that the tem]lerature 
rises of the brine through the cooling ("oil in the truck and through 
the comparison heater shall be auout 8 deg. F. (not less than G 
deg. F.) each for the particular brine used. The brine piping 
circuit shall be designed to suit the head c-haracteristics of the 
pump at the selected flow rate of the brine, and shall be insulated 
to reduce heat gain. 

The brine shall ]ut\'e suitable toxicity. viscosity, and "apo!' 
pressure characteristics elt temperatures ranging from room 
temperature to --30 degrees F. Its densit,\, shall not vary more 
than 0.08 percent pel' deg. F. and its specific heat shall not vary 
more than 0,02 ])ercent pel' deg. F. in the range of temperature 
used in the brine c-il'cuit. The speC'ifk heat shall be determined 
within 1 pen:ent. Methylene ('h loride meets the density and spe
cific heat tolerances spec-ified and has the other desired character
istics, but other brines may be found that are equally satisfactory. 

Electric heaters of a capacity slightly g'reater than the incre
ments in refrigerating- tapacity should be installed either in the 
cooling ('oil or in the air clischarg-e from the cooling' coil. and 
should be controlled t.o maintain the required truck temperature. 
AU electric' T)Owel' to fans. motors, heaters, etc" in the truck shall 
be measured. and the total shall not exceed :)0 per('ent of the 
cooling load absorbed by the air-cooling ('oil during any test. 

Brine lines, ]){)\\'er cables. instrument leads. etc., may be brought 
into the truck at any ('ol1\'enient point. "\'here no opening is ::1\"ail
able, it is recommended that a suitable slee\'e be installed in one 
of the doors. These necessary lines must be flexible or hel\'e flexible 
connections and must be sUPPOIted in such a manner that their 
effect on the measured weight is minimal and constant through
out the test. 
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5.0 Cooli:n{j Lond Test Pl"Ocedw'e 

Test methods incorporated in this standard are intended to 
produce heat transfer determinations accurate within ± 5 percent 
of the quantity measured. To achieve this overall accuracy, the 
test must be conducted in strict conformance 'with the limitations 
and methods outlined in the standard. When improved techniques 
and instruments are available, their use is encouraged; but they 
should be approved by the organization sponsoring this stand.ard 
before being substituted for methods or instruments presently 
required. 

The truck to be tested shall be placed on the weighing mech
anism and the test equipment and measuring devices installed. 
When the truck body temperature and ambient conditions of 
temperature and humidity required for a rating test have been 
attained, they shall be maintained for not less than 48 hours. The 
rated cooling load shall be determined from the average of the 
data taken during- the last 12 hours of the 48-hour test period, 
and the weight gain rate shall be determined from the measure
ments taken during the last 24 hours of the 48-hour period. No 
interrupti r)I1 of steady-state conditions, such as defrosting the 
cooling (,;Jil, shall be allowed during the final 24 hours of a test. 

The temperature differences of the brine in and out of the truck 
and across the comparison heater shall each be held at a constant 
value between () deg. F. and 10 deg. F. during the rating test. 

The ambient dry-bulb air temperature shall be the average of 
the observations of not less than six stations, one approximately 
1 foot from the center of each surface of the truck. The tempera
ture difference between any two of these stations at a given time 
shall not exceed 3 deg. F. during the test period. 

The ambient wet-bulb temperature shall be the average of not 
less than two points, one at the rear and the other at the front of 
the truck. The difference in wet-bulb temperature between any 
two points of measurement at a given time shall not exceed 2 
deg. F. during the test period. 

The air temperature inside the truck shall be the average of the 
observations at 12 stations located as follows: four at the front, 
one in each cornel' suspended G inches from each ad.jacent surface; 
four similarly located at the rear; and four at the middle of the 
truck, one at each corner (i inches from each adjacent surface. 
If desir\:ld, each group of four temperature sensing elements may 
be connected in parallel and read as a single temperature, reduc
ing the number of readings to three. If the 12 elements are read 
individually, no 2 individual stations may differ by mOl'e than 3 
deg. F.; if the groups of 4 are used, no 2 groups of 4 may differ 
by more than 2 deg. F. at a given time. 

During the portion of the test used to determine the cooling 
load rating, all observations shall be made at intervals not exceed
ing 30 minutes. 

Trucks equipped with removable plug-type refrigerating units 

r in the front 'wall shall be tested for standard rating with the 
unit removed and the opening carefully closed with an airtight 
insulated plug. 
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All floor drains shall be plugged during the cooling load test. 
/ 

The 	cooling coil may be mounted at any point in the truck. 
Care 	must be taken that air discharged from any fan does not 
blow directly on joints, cl'acks 01' seams of the interior surfaces. 

The 	brine lines within the truck must be well insulated. 

6;0 	 Data to be reco/'ded 

The following items must be recorded: 
item Unit 

1. Date and time or test 

.2. Obsel'vl'r 

a. Barometric pressure 	 in. Eg. 
4. A \'. power input to comparison brine heal('l' 	 watts 
5. Av. PO\\'(,l' input to heaLer in truck 	 watts 
6. A \'. power input to fall molors, etc., in truck 	 watts 
7. Applied volhlg(' to comparison bl'inp IlPat('l' 	 volts 
8. Applied \'oltagf' to h(>aLeJ' in truck 	 volts 
9. Applied voltage to fan motors in truck volts 


Hl. Electric CU1'1'('nt to comp.trison hl'ine healr!' amperes 

11. Electric current to heater in truck 	 amperes 
12. Electric ('urrent. to fan motors in truck 	 amperes 
l:t Dr)'-hulh t('mperatures of ail' inside truck 	 F.n 

14. Dry-huIll trmperatures of air in test room 	 ~ F. 
15. W",t-bulb temperatlu'(> or air in test room 	 ~ F'. 
16. Temperature of brine at inlet of cooling coil ~F. 


1 'i. ',l'errqel'ature of brine at outlet of cooling coil '·.F. 

18. Temperature difl'erencl.' of urine in and out of truck 	 'F. 
19. Temperature of brine at inlet of comparison urine heater ~ F. 

2(1. Temperature of brine at outlet of comparison brine heater F. 

21. 	 Temperature difference of brine in an'! out of ('omparison 


hrine heater n F. 

22. Temperature of bl'ine entering t1owmete~' 	 " F. 
23. Brine flow rate Ib./hr. 
24. Weight of truck, or change in weight 	 lb. 

7.0 	 Calculations of Ol>s('I'/'('(/ CoolinlJ Load 

Two simultaneous methods are used to detel'mine the cooling 
load. One method uses the compal'jsoll between the temperature 
rise of the brine in the truck and the temperature rise in the 
comparison brine heater: the other method uses the temperature 
rise of the brine in the truck and the mass flow of the brine as 
measured bv the flowmeter. The results of the two methods must 
agree within 5 percent for a given test to be acceptable as a rating 
test, in which case the two values are averaged to determine the 
cooling loac1l'ating. If the results of the two methods do not agree 
within 5 percent, the test must be repeated. 

Because both methods rely on the temperature rise of the brine 
in the truck, two separate sets of measuring elements shall be 
used to measure this brine tempel'ature difference and must agree
within 0.1 deg. F. 
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Referring to figure 14, the cooling load measured by the com
parison method shall be computed for the standard temperature 
difference of 100 deg. F. by the follo\\'ing equation: 

. ~T1 100 
CooJmg 10ad,B.tu. per hOUl·c. [H2 ( flT2 ) -HI] X ~T3 

where: 
flT1 ~- Temperature rise of brine in the truck, deg. F. 
~T2:= Temperature rise of brine between inlet and outlet of 

comparison heater. deg. F. 
H2:. Heat input to comparison heater, B.t.u. pel' hour. 

"~T3 ~: Temperature difference between ah' in truck and air in 
test room, deg. F. 

HI • Heat input to heater, fan motors, etc., inside the truck, 
B.t.u. pel' hour. 

The cooling load measured by the flowmeter method shall be 
computed for the standard temperatme difference of 100 deg. F. 
by the following equations: 

100
Cooling load, B.t.u. pel' hour . (~Tl ~ M:/ C/,-Hl) x-

T
....

fl .) 
where: 

flTl :: Temperature rise of brine in the truck, deg. F. 
M ::::.: Brine flo'\\' rate, pounds pel' hour 
C1,= Specific heat of bl'ine at mean temperature in the cool

ing coil, B.t.u. per pound-deg. F. 
HI:: Heat input to heater, fan motors. etc., inside the truck, 

B.t.u. pel' hour. 
~T3: Temperature difference between air in truck and ail' in 

test room, deg. F. 

The obsel'Yed cooling load shall be the Hyemge of the "alues 
determined by the two methods. 

8.0 St(ludcu'd Coo/illg Load Rating 

The standard cooling load rating shall be the product of the 
observed cooling load and the appropriate multiplier to account 
fo), solar load, expressed to the nearest eyen 100 B.Lu. pel' hour, 
for example, 1,200, 1,GOO. ~.200, etc. 

Raird intcl'i(J/' Test interior 
t ('m J)(' /"((t Ii r(' t (' In P(' rcc ill/'{' Mil ltiplif'J' 

0° F. 0° F. 1.22 
35 C F. 0° F. .87• 
35° F. 315° F. 1.34 

9.0 Standard }Veight Gain Rclii11g 

The standard 'weight gain rating is the average weight gain 
rate in pounds pel' houl' determined for the final 24 hours of the 
test, and shall be expressed to the nearest 0.1 pound per hour. 

For a l'ating at 35° F. interior temperature when the test is 
made at 0° F. interior temperature. the standard 'weight gain 
rating is the average 'weight gain rate in pounds per hour deter
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mined for the final 24 hOlll'S of the test multjplied by 0.71, and 
shall be expressed to the nearest 0.1 pound per hour. 

If the a\'erage 'weight gain rate is less than (l.05 pound per 
hour,~ the published weight gain rath1g shall be stated as "Jess 
than 0.05" or H<0.05" pound per hour. (See par, 10.) 

10.0 Published Rr/finJjR 

Published l'atings. to conform to this standard, shall be identified 
as follows; "( sponsor's designation) Standard ('ooling Load Rat
ing (test result) B.t.u. pel' hour, Standard ""eight Gain Rating 
(test l'esult) pound per hOUl\ rated at (O~ F.) (35': F.) interior 
temperature. tested at (O F.) (35: F.) interior tempel'atuJ'e. 
Tests conducted In accordance wi th (sponsor's designation) Stand
ard Method of Testing and Rating the Cooling Load of Refrig
erated Trucks." The tel'ms 11 {sponsol"s designation} Standard 
,Method" or "(sponsor's designation) Standard Condit.iOllS" shall 
not be llsed in connection with published ratings unless such 
ratings have been determined in aeeol'dance with this Standard. 

" 0.05 pound P{'l' hour ~.5 times tlw l'f'lluu'f'd maximum sensitiYity requil'e
me.nt di\'jded by 24, (Set' par. :).4.1 
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